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I do not know how sincere love it?
I do not understand how sticking
And you love someone, love someone and then break up only.
never find true love, how he never understood it.
I know you will not believe anybody will remember.
Because you are not next to someone forever.
Then one day my heart will change.
When you came to me.
When you found me.
I understand that today we remember who needs one.
You know, it's difficult.
Please tell me how to I belong to you.
I can not see you.
For you do not need to worry, just me, I worry that you will belong to
someone else.
If you need me, I'll come to you today.
LIST:
Eth Bottle nickname barrel Baseball (Tu)
States of the Creator, the pain of women. Police girl
Teem running nicknamed soup Teem (Tim To)
God gave his heart stop.
ChatNak nickname Cutting Hay (No Effect)
standard Handsome Man but the 3rd gender
Run What kind of car are you doing?
oh so handsome.
Oh this leg demons you back to the middle of the road?
Sorry dentist.
It's all right, my foot wrong because your on the go.
Oh, a half, a half stars here, you earn in here for fatigue. of you here.
of you here now.
Well you do not say nonsense.
Hey guys missing girl.
This guy nascent huh you, you dislike "chym", what you like.
With you, you just eat chicken chym mix with chym blowers.
Oh tiny chym.
To fight right. You know who I am?
Yes you know who it is. Right. Dear comrades variables only.
Teem It? Why are you so afraid of shaking?
Do you know where it is you who just talk how do you know? Crazy?
Oh shame intolerance.
Three it or his father,
Ba him.
washing it! Go ahead.
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Ost.
Please tell me how to get them.
I can not see you.
For you do not need to worry, just me, I worry that you will belong to
someone else.
If you need me, I'll come to you today.
Please tell me how to get them.
I could not meet you.
For you do not need to worry, just me, I worry that you will belong to
someone else.
If you need me, I'll come to you today.
Phone.
Jean, Jean, Oh them here.
Please, please.
nice jeans.
Name of shop:
veggie exports Valley. \ N Jean deposition. "Exports" Using red also means
that the standard 100% man. :) that's very good.
Come buy one get one, today is a special day, one to wear school uniforms,
free phone number the seller. Full service sales always the whole year,
invited me, invited me.
Excellent, my dear jean. Jean them. Oh beautiful children, choose a child.
I choose which one is not me.
Watch for his fun.
Who to watch the play, he sold it. something like this.
Jean here, Jean troops here.
It's money problems, wear a uniform to see him, free whole semester.
Full enough, handsome sellers, look at all love, to look away, at map
genuine 100%.
so go away
Oh sing to too.
It's insulting you, do not sing.
Oh, what's it like not hard but not easy.
What is it?
this what men look?
Just the eye is not, but spend for chym then.
Hey chym you ah
Say overkill.
Hey Chat,
buyers, buyers, eyes, beautiful nose. Start now, start now, part 1 is again
closed.
Ok ok.
Go away, go away.
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Hello, it is not clear like one.
Africa, they would batteries Bibi is no game
Note:
touch. / She is transferred elite. He was also agreed sales)
oh god, I just pin balling take? Goodness Statistics
Note:
that a.Oi look, look.
Calm, for 1000 baht only.
May 1000 baht I know, but that's with me is one, I do not want to talk, do
not want to do anything , do not accept it better than me.
I, I have more than you.
Oh you think you're fair game woman.
Aaa customer ahead.
Oh, come, leave, arguing do, diagrams with kathoi do it is with his cousin
that.
Note:
Kathoi:
Large ball. like men
Tut:
lagging Football sink. like men
I do not like, naturally beautiful than hate.
Well that project off with the phone number that is also right.
Sales runs, see mini front not always.
normal.
As for you Asian man trying to do, try a little strong.
Yeah.
You do not know anything, you please do not use this paper fans anymore.
Do I consider normal. Want is not difficult, but it is not easy.
You get ready to go, the face itself again and again,
just now you do finger daughter we see it know. Lose customers.
Hey you, I do now, try to do it then, be forced to cover it.
presses to cover it do anything, you just let go hobbled picture for me.
Drop out.
this
Well the time for it to make the hole bigger than me.
Knowing date.
He too.
Chat 11pm meet at the old place. Fillers go, I go to gym before.
Oh oh, you said something that I'm the star.
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Hey Alittoteo each say is: it is the job of humanity,
but he fell at home to move then, I go here. Bai bai.
Who is Alittoteo anyway, I just hear Alittotiu.
Ost.
Go out with him.
If it goes away quickly.
I go with you would be very comfortable.
For I will take you makelove.
makelove. Makelove. Makelove ..
I like sweet things, but I like what traditional.
Let him do.
I liked but sweet, I like it.
I want you, I want you .. do it.
makelove, makelove, makelove
Note:
This is the first song about the Thai sex position. The translator
translated the strategy to keep the font culture.
12 hours everything will be ok too. Find for me to do.
delicious Delicious offline.
Ok
I'll look for 2 people but where I do not want you to help me avoid okay.
I do not want as before Tifani it take me to the hotel head start.
it make me pay, I pay no where.
Hey see her.
Why do.
Man.
Ok.
oh Yeah Yeah man too. Yeast cell.
Yes is then measured.
- Hello \ N-Hello.
N, again met at nowhere and look familiar face.
Where to Meet, but would see here. If you take away the fear of loss ..
Bumper than 20 years is also the fear of loss.
O 3, but drinking a RUU bottle this game always.
Yes, sir. Enough time to wait for love game.
Love what.
Seeing people drinking my fun you two people want to get data?
oh so handsome
Sang to.
- Hello \ N-Hello.
What is you name?
KhauPhang.
KhauPhang, called EET.
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Nice to know EET.
Oh forget.
I handsome that you forget all stars.
Oh, his face looked as if he.
Want, thinking far no children.
Do not think it is me, you can just tell by feel alone.
frankly, made him ashamed.
I will not he.
Oh said little can also hear the game.
Oh look at me you accept.
Oh, good to hear back turned to me like this.
Teem!
What is it?
so it turned to me then, take good care okay.
Where to go on.
Well to me, I will treat, rest assured, happy.
Yeah
(EET phone) to see you about.
I want to go, right.
Oh hear again.
Listen, okay, very ear hearing.
Oh my hearing ear.
Let him go.
Tai hearing that.
Open ear is pretty.
Stop me before okay.
Er gone?
I have work to do that.
Oh what.
Phang has about him.
preauthorized I ahead.
Look at it, look at it.
KhauPhang to give me to eat KhauXoi
KhauXoi shape like that of Men. hix.
Oh. ungrateful too.
You do not have to worry, you're ready to go with you everywhere?
Oh I say lose, say do not know what's more, it how but, whatever.
Hey Hey.
Chat, well, now I have abandoned you.
Teem.
So I need to go with her.
Teem.
What? Ago. go here, go here.
how are you going to go Teem. You go right, left one child, it meat me, I
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die.
It's you, you self-treat.
- how I self-treat. \ N-Go.
Wrong.
bye
Teem dear. The wrong goods.
Teem.
That is:
Oh, this night would be like this, full of style
Oh Teem. I called my friend.
I do not want sex with a woman, I like men.
1 bit lighter.
Not in the stars.
You can place frequently do not, you wait.
crazy.
99 not to make like 69.
he waited.
prayer room. (Where the ceremony for the dead)
I understand.
Brother funeral being with children.
Do you misunderstand what is this?
Go to work happy for your brother, he's just dead for more than one month
alone.
Huh?
Dead in the car this way, die right where you sit .. painful too.
Oh I do not like this.
Drilling of well your going to have.
What.
Go to the previous report.
Do not I want to do bad things just do not want to do good.
- I do not but .. \ N-No I take that as one.
Giving before him.
He blessed him in the temple for a long time.
Guilty feet do, in the left leg, in the oh oh.
Oh Yeah, not hurt. a little
Oh no, do not be ...
Oh, beautiful full-color game.
Morning.
Ireland.
night too is partner of the Tut.
Oh.
Located next night she just flat terminals mouth sure does not hurt, does
not hurt, right painless exam her sister-in-law only.
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Hey wait, what night is the secret not to tell anyone,
tell someone that died both okay.
for A this Africa tried it, nice color too well for Africa, Africa, okay
thank you.
Add this ahead, beautiful color, illumination is okay, thank you much.
It viewing Ongbak and black film.
like to show off. Action.
my story related to the father.
oh father when.
On the nose look but it does not taste anything, just like boys boys how.
again causing Action.
Wow, colored woman.
birthday color.
What is this color wear "woman"
map key ...
Say a little obvious ... like war.
O action.
Hey it insulted me.
I see you want to cause?
If that cause this kind of then pay just sit.
Oh your mouth.
This dare this game. Let me beat.
Hey Teem for today is mine, I want to see it all.
the look needs Chalo hand as ChaPhaLom, clothing Saiden.
Yeah they sleep unconscious always.
Yeah Yeah Action.
Seated always you.
And you to me how you see that face it.
Oh wow action.
knee fractures.
Phiteem well, it was so beautiful, I need help.
Need, Teem need a doctor.
Sms:
To listen Tim explained earlier
Lama explained to eat with Cheni in line 4.
Why so hungry all.
Hunger suffer too, would not be his farewell.
Eat a little new to be
But Chan hearts it broke then
No problem Ti in addition to this that.
Yeah well, my foot pain is not healthy anymore.
slowly.
Oh, it's on again, her children.
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He also helped make it what.
Oh, pretty baby talk to anyone
With Adit understand all heart.
It's Who
This is TiBoi sides.
A Ti chat bibi well, look considered.
O forgotten.
That's all, of course. Be.
Oh these days do not talk to each other just to chat bibi is the and
fishing new era.
They use ball bearings.
Well talking about kids, looked stressed.
Oh Little it adultery with her new Chenni to.
It's not an affair that is going to eat it.
eat something
Is Cakes but chenni provide for.
Oh my!
but it also eat cake, have a different heart.
this new kid that speaks like her old, discarded then, play both.
This is not something to play then, is love.
Oh my eyebrows.
where little old to understand what love?
Do you know that it is the cause of ignorance.
I still stand number 1 to testing,
the day he goes to school, he does not love what he does not have a heart.
Oh you do not need to teach it, very gay kids now,
ti years now it has to prove that people then you know
What is identification?
Yeah.
On this little all-star.
Well done all you dear
O:
It.
You see?
Yeah girls Luleya.
Ti ah?
I also have.
the other bag?
Losing it
This month lost two and offline.
Oh, this idea when people witness their kids this.
Death truth.
Come on home to see him alone.
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I hid this hybrid does not spend money with it.
The son this is not where the debt.
It is my creditors that
Why would you insult words?
I'm also afraid of my father.
I welcome you.
Hello.
Hi Mom.
Hello.
I'm offered two medical.
Hello. Sit there.
Oh Dad says how much bad barrel Baseball makes it sad.
Who is the barrel Baseball
It is the Valley of Lent.
I do paperwork write it Ethachai name.
which called barrels Baseball, Baseball has that attitude shrouds
ThungChay:
ThaiChang:
Look at me kind of what that means, ask for more money?
father
No, sir.
What is it?
I bring the money to pay for 50000 baht
See.
Quick shot always. Oh look at the apparatus.
eat the rice, to here to here, say you to sit always here.
up here, and sit down.
Hey you come here, come here.
Yes.
Eat, satiate.
Hiding his father always was.
Oh, just missing each feed for
This water here. Eat me.
what good children come first
just down the story a little woman does not need to be afraid announced
verbally all day.
she's Kim front Ti Boi's sister's house you can do with each other.
Seeing it asks you for always.
It's nothing dad, just do it like you all.
Yeah not do it so out of the way home will always be there.
Yes.
As well, she is the cause.
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Hey, do not mess with me.
What is it?
World want something.
In her laying out this beautiful son, in her all,
in pregnant look film love pit far away from the West Pot, watch a dozen
times, like hugging kiss.
then stars.
Look at the medical
Hebei Why?
China, TV theater.
mother more than anything?
Yes, that's right, sir.
See.
but to me this handsome.
neighbor's child?
The mouth you watch, watch.
Oh bored.
What is he?
Nothing, I just picture like death.
New to 50000, just eat me, this meal is not to 500 baht, eat,
da da.
The more you look the more crazy, calving handsome face like Mario.
Who is the father.
It is a super star, you do not know.
I just know capuchino.
Caf
crazy what coffee cafe.
Stars eh Teem. My father?
Oh father you, I nearly fainted.
Kim, I'm right here?
I brought gifts to him.
Oh again, he said, then putting money away for school junk food, I buy
what.
I want to buy for him should he keep getting away
Handsome.
ordering him again, he was granted,
but that was the last time after holding not buy this gift for him ahead.
Oh Kim, in addition to who you are so pretty too.
where strange, frightened.
something that scared, afraid not. What is the name?
Oi
Oi means sugar cane.
ancient dry Oh I just want to drink sugar water.
Shame behold
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Mild mild.
I give anything for you?
How would I know. Open view.
gently Teem Time
Let me tangle, something like this. Kippy Crme. Kidpy Creme hey you,
I get it, he bought this cake for you,
you should think a bit far, if you're not think its scared kid smiling.
This line is open from morning.
Status read Kim also like Crme. (To the audience to understand)
I offer parents
I offer two doctors.
Hello.
Dad you scared stolen car.
do something, do keep in mind regular home for me, please.
apparatus spiral change that.
This bird.
Hey I tried to learn a lot in the light, play bibi little bit, at check
there is no question about bibi Where.
I like Bibi because I have many friends. only he should take care of
yourself you anything.
Oh hands that beat you, do not need to use your mouth to bite.
Hey you told Africa Kim offline, the cake that she bought for the hearing
is to eat.
and where with PhiOi offline as he dried his neck to drink sugarcane juice.
I go here.
I go offline lady gaga
Hot It shall now PhiEth to say anything about her?
He said that when she bought cake hear the name you want to eat.
Chang surface.
shaggy hair talking mugged for water, sugarcane juice. Sugarcane juice
something do not know?
in something.
Eating too much, sir.
never wear, just wear his watch.
Love you, her neighbor.
Chang faces, learn what is not known,
right next door to what is said. A point to make, too.
Jean who this beautiful,
did not see you ever, do not take me for, okay?
Not, this is Phieth buy gifts for me
but I to should not be used. will never lose weight, even for him to see.
So it will not tear.
I see I'm wearing just that.
You A shaggy haired wait for him to buy offline.
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huhu he do this to me stars.
Men it.
love that themselves as doctors toothache, so security is not painless, but
pain like death always .
oh what, to me introduce one whom I know very handsome.
it's me. I like this style, and you in over there
Oh the beauty of his children to tears stars.
Oh do not dare tell him always.
Handsome truth.
This is my original Cream, Cream had just been lovers.
He I give him.
lovers leave it, shooting is always free.
Well this better: your barrels Baseball he
- Hello \ N-Hello
I do not understand you love him very much but I have to give him.
Teem.
What.
Come here.
Tai somewhere.
in that frame.
I'm in need of care.
should care.
Then know that, do not need much. finished running. I kept shooting first.
- Ay skin. \ N - Ay whatever shooting.
- what Tomorrow \ N-Yeah
Baby Men like the guy was that every change as a taxi only continuous
change terminals,
but men like him there as a bus free
parking everywhere, mass serving people.
Yeah Yeah go there, free bus stop.
Oh no buses in the car also.
Jeans Day, Jeans Day,
select them dear. in the full range, full color, choose before going
offline.
Oh beautiful this in this style that I have to sell it.
Hello you, day this Special Promotion sir.
Get free one something special, buy one get free heart jeans sell dear and
phone number available ready 24/24,
whether editing anywhere. back, waist, buttocks, thighs. I have adjusted
all.
Oh too cute to purchase, do not say is for lovers.
Huh?
Teem why not look over there, on this winter. to help.
here and there, of course.
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no I slept one bit only.
O sleep, the terrible yet.
Teem This girl I met 3 times in less than 48 hours.
48 hours, 3 times meet, finished.
Oh it throw you as dumping.
Watch, but do not buy a head start.
Ao stars.
The color of the fabric are both capital purchase is 3 times cheaper.
Why is it said that way
subjective words this is not the array a.
This is my shop.
I think the sale is a breeze, like someone familiar with one big deal.
As for me, I think sales is small, but sex is a big deal.
This Teem, you out of my life for a while.
board it disposed 2nd.
The day I met her three times that night before PUM. this afternoon in EVER
NEW.va the time is there.
Really?
It. if you want to buy jeans, I have one pair of pants very well sell you
the cheapest.
What that tells you is good.
I could go one round.
0,0:
Yeah yeah 33 24 35. correct.
Approx.
Sure
Chat
Eh.
At the troops sezi 24 I put in there out there.
the Pants where it took.
do you go in for, you get what also, buffalo, donkey the other children
only.
Uh hum say anything ...
Hurry up.
it has no chance to find where the 2nd.
Hey you do not tell me you sold this to the other children,
this pair of pants to be with us from opening far,
where it is important to us may remember. stars you bring you ha.
Yes yes. Calm down.
heart pain too
O standard, this is the best for me since I was born until now.
Why now it smart.
I can try.
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No need, color very satisfied,
is of particular interest that this thought never cheated each other
friends.
This is not, if there are problems with the pants, like he edited at any
time is also 24/24.
Let me call?
To apply phone number is not so easy.
Understands always asks phone number.
mosquito bites.
Well this is not.
I just hold the phone to him,
tomorrow morning I will call if you pick up I tell him my name okay.
Oh crazy.
This population is 499.
Must sell instead.
But for home you free use condoms always safe.
Where Oh no.
If you pay him mad at you.
do you not get angry but you you angry
Yeah
See you, see.
brought the populations both device, profits not how many
but I'm sorry you're okay, I used and Machine,
but when you phone me, it takes a sim to throw away,
then it's out of my life no longer what one little steam
Sao huh you.
So's your story I tell to that's all.
But okay, we'll go out tonight, I have finalized all arrangements and then,
three delicious children like grass.
I'll go have fun.
Oh just look at you I was happy then.
Your face in that is not there.
Looking chest of course.
Hello beautiful people.
Oh barrel face again,
Well take care of the phone Well, first she throw sim eh.
Drink Oh you finished drinking, the international obligations to you, do
not see her waiting game.
crazy ...
Oh, it's cup. you how I escaped it offline.
meet acquaintances. Today my cup, it knew me is lagging 2 chym then sewing.
2 chym, in the later half of the game.
Yeah.
Oh stars hok ease.
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Oh Chat I see cold behind this, feeling Ron Ron
I also horror
Wow you remember me?
I eh I miss you until the day I die.
Ignore me go you, go to the other table, see not face very tasty, go, go
Quick behalf.
Hey they house do KhaoPa, bring to his courtesy.
KhaoPa:
KhaoPa, thank you Christians, I will kill you.
calm down calm down. RUU drink you.
Oh something like this.
Yeah barrels.
It's how it?
Well you see, leave the desk that goes.
something like this.
Hey you, the TUT stop you again.
new Oh 5am, make sleep not up.
- Alo \ N-Alo
That's not my phone.
That 's right, giving the phone to people then why can not call some of
girlfriend
not bring your cell phone, yesterday to hundreds of phone calls.
I'm sorry, I did not even take your phone to anybody.
I give you because I really want to know the real me.
What is your name?
Mintra, called the Min.
English name et, now already know each other,
I should do the next right. Today groove?
Yeah they do not believe it,
if that slot will go there, stand there
Oh what women never have to think. But with you I think I can be.
But with you I think I can be. I want you to try to accept him see stars.
Today, I go to the beach to play offline.
Okay.
So for him to come and pick up.
Ok so I know my home game.
I'll call the question.
OK only
Oh, today I sacrifice anymore.
0,0:
You just think of it, this particular is not good.
Not good for something. men that we are,
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man, then you must war, not to fight her.
Eh
like you do it, that's true.
Oh so wrong with my opinion.
Wrong forever. wrong life.
Oh, look at the face.
You go.
Tao.
0,0:
you leave me with no two days. you are sacrificing two days.
ready to go with the girls game, if you do not do it for me with no, two of
them I make .
Do, do, do forever, wait, let me say that when you do it, you must
responsible,
if you do not clean then you do next if my turn I'm gonna do, this batch
Club TUT it's called life chasing me, who is responsible for understanding?
There is this, too, of course.
then stars, there are regulations.
O I go ahead then, 2 kids you of tens saved me offline.
It went well.
I'm very happy to have you come along.
Why did you think I do not.
Play.
Play, do not be afraid of anything.
chairs.
I will not.
chairs.
I never play ever, but he was not afraid.
Really.
Go away for him, waiting for meal finished, he put them away.
Min.
Eh.
luck.
What.
No Play.
not nice at all.
It's all right, he is a man, women are number one.
Straight leg.
luck, just you wait at the bottom.
did not play.
Oh slow him down. Brother removed,
remove this place always. okay Min,
I done first to see if you like. today he does not go alone.
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Min comfortable not afraid then, man.
God, have already said, at
Comfortable, do not be afraid, man.
Done, done and then.
I've never been there that play fun like this.
can come here to do nothing, only the sea and miscellaneous stuff, no girls
to play with.
Yeah.
frank answer.
It's okay, I've never felt like this with anyone ever,
I want to be with you to wipe clean, want to hear you ask this of the
other.
I'll answer everything if you want to know.
Well take this before.
okay, so I told the girls to call the owner it leave the battlefield.
No, you said it yourself
Yeah right.
is how many people lately.
Something that many people
sister, lover, lover, girl, to go out, to xxx.
Oh why ask this.
Oi exam is not available to answer everything you want to know or do.
Oh. also many. but everything through it then.
as the bus was running on the road, it is also much that, did not stop
cursing but then coming in to dock.
refined way.
Hot, very hot, cold, cold, cute and very cute.
Sweet as plastic glue.
A little that.
Come to phone conversation, you take away money doing now is slowly
returned to the Father.
are learning a few things, science?
British Academy of Fine Arts, he likes the idea that art.
products also mean girl a.
Oh, now I'm thinking, wait for the better, it will go back to school.
Well do everything.
tell you to go, I want to hear you say.
Wait for me at all.
Alo barrels huh you are.
I'm in Pataya,
oh go away, you about it today I just find a pretty little children,
no time, no neck pain, no fatigue, meat always, fast offline, old customs
10h.
Oh Teem, Teem
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come on then, and I do not fight anymore then, you're on that meat.
this one lightly.
Want fast right away, do not you angry that the beautiful woman waiting
It's like, but not because of that, people are worried.
Ok, go home.
I like it too.
Oh Japan Korea where the money for all.
Oh barrel. on day to day is waiting for you.
Oh girl always, bringing new girls to introduce daughter of view,
it goes
hurry up, hurry up
parking in other kia.mang share lock on it.
Yeah go there. \ N Oh barrel,
this guy it's how do it right,
it left then, the girls fill out this table to do.
You.
Oh do not let me live this day as TU throughout the day I have to do
instead. Light from this me this Men always do this, do this.
So far I have not done this before.
Just wait, from now on, much more.
Many more, of course.
Yeah.
More than this, of course.
Yeah
Ost.
sour Done.
Not even a little.
Also, of course.
Yeah.
SORT finished yet.
What.
are no longer so.
cute
Hair, huh.
Yeah
Mita.
Oh, this car was how's that,
in the past without this,
since familiar Min time He did not milk it. Tai fun too.
father dear, Et it takes girlfriend about.
Oh, this is not right.
What do like having ghost.
This is not okay ET it where ever bring a girlfriend home.
SMS.
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three provisions offline: \ N1.Khong be eating \ N2.Khong be someone else \
N3.Khong be forgotten.
Well I tell you, sister.
SMS. Got it
These Little by children in the neighborhood.
travel Min
I offer you Min.
I welcome you.
bibi Chat with one child.
With boyfriend neighbors sir.
m Bibi sun.
you also like this one.
I play bibi for the future, the computer then it will be the end of the
keyboard.
Think far too transparent closer alone, to meet with her father.
I go home at all was okay.
Child Hello father, hello mother.
That's your Min
I offer two doctors.
Hello.
here goes.
Ngoi go ahead, to go get water.
2 kids know each other while not the world.
We you just met ah, you to buy his jeans at the store, so two of them know
each other.
So that we are together, of course.
His father, of course.
Do not worry about me.
What's the matter, sir.
Et it was her amorous, not truthful with women ever,
I go with it must be careful to know to protect myself.
Uncle mentioned like Et told a he said he was not very long with those who
should never tell me is to be careful with him.
See Et it is also truly human.
OH MY surprise too. same father.
Oh my father is not what Dad said substring.
Tao say never eh strings, it's just telling the truth, so you just go on
back to visit home .
I want to take Min to tell father and mother dear.
Knowing something, What do you want
Yes.
Do not know anything.
difficult father.
OH to say straight ahead.
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You look beautiful Min to this, everything is fine,
if that is how bad demons that that Min loves Et doctor said it was
unfortunately a lifetime.
Dad say words too severe, we just you alone.
well, look at her face to know it, you is strange.
beautiful, love is weird, but I like anymore is crazy.
father said I had it.
I like this, sir, frankly, sir, the second father doctors were very honest.
I was there, did not think going to see this kind.
Hey over there you have a point there, seen it yet, it has been shown yet.
I'm Kim, I neighbors.
It's like Et at 4 years of age, that is not.
father said too much. she just see him as a brother.
Brother, over there it is, that you're, well, you're a little more
relatives.
Let me talk to her before was okay
Please. Remember then, to placate her.
- Then copy it to \ N - Daddy.
Yes, please, please
Ay Teem to time, so parking over there.
Oh it at home,
why do not you I come home you are game. Factory is just me.
are you game too much to take you home girl did not tell you to be a
question.
But you're there to do. to see you Oi to khong.nuoc sugarcane available
everywhere.
I know where to sell but also oii only one person.
this day oii it with Kim.
at home, Kim was not at my house.
Seeing hate want to make one.
Ask Kim behold
Oi are at home.
Oh thank you understand.
Oh Oi oi.
lover boy
You me from.
I bring to you.
Oi dear.
Oiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.
O th 2 cartilage best chym to know.
Why .. what
How far this parking
where to go. Stand no.
Hey you, see you later.
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Yeah Yeah
Sms of the card:
I wear Jean's beautiful, some day meet will see, this day my heart broke.
Right now it is not known.
nice pants too.
Not so beautiful. slightly lower waist. the after hoi day. Legs are not
very good. Repeat with offline.
Well this much milk buy better new stars.
not just like this.
pro not jeans of course. back to beautiful with light,
pants can not be nice, would look good up there.
harsh words stars. want to say that this military milk it depends on the
heart.
What.
Listen.
That this heart it beats like this that.
go eat.
Min eat this, rabbit meat roasted garlic.
Oh.
Say play garlic roasted pork.
Oh he barrels Baseball.
Oh hello.
At the moment, just eat the same always.
I eat other people anymore.
Why did this.
2 young children not to sleep with him anymore, not to see the place, so
thought.
I thought about it for a long time, sorry.
Oh change, do not know how long.
Change, of course.
To change is to change it.
But e stand thought much lighter, it immediately before it is a bit much.
ok will try. He also tried to offline.
Yeah.
tomorrow I have a party, you want to go?
Thousand Hi Xo or springs (Hixo: you race. Loxo: normal. Thai that is to
say ).
Just feast normal, for some party you will go to school abroad.
new me for the problem with your game
nothing to be afraid, he is very good but, dare to?
why not confined to, my heart is brought again.
Et coming.
Austria, annyoung.
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Min To cap here is lost.
Just let it go no where.
each one a loving Gil.
here goes,
not invited, to take off shoes.
O house or museum this
here I introduce some see her and my senior at the University.
This is a teacher in the Faculty of Medicine of the University of
- Hello \ N-Hello happy children
This teacher Phuradit, have assigned Phanut, no communicate Raphon.
Hello dear teacher.
Oh hello as students in grade 3 as well.
I is Ethachai is welding of selling clothes in the way ThiNoi
Oh bartender sales game, not a star student.
Stunning, stunning too.
You're the CEO of sales Jean
What the CEO of Jean ..
Da. Personal business alone, does not depend on who is still growing strong
A of growth, will surely stand.
0,0:
I just know that you too smart.
Oh What kind of do not know.
a semi Clothing Jean this just to make a living too, he said, as if a bit
too.
I'll tell that.
The product of Jean never the less it has a lot. use is also very simple.
you should always have. products vote does not throw away that can be
reused ..
She also reusable jean products.
Yes. Yes I am very interested in this model sir.
Et, said too much already. let's go, let's go, wait a minute Min, e almost
forgot, there is card of Jean XutTin welding
A to of JeanThungChayXuTin of.
Do not forget okay if no matter what about Jean ... oh done.
Come on take-off.
Do not bear.
How annoying they do
auction bothered to do anything, he just explained to them about Jean.
Go talk to people before then, the little children come.
Go fast fast then, if you hide away, my heart will be broken.
- Hello everyone \ N-xin chao.
Oh come to me Min
Da.
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Eating anything yet, just use comfortably.
not skin.
Yeah this scholarship from the Japanese police question how then.
I do not know how but want to study in America.
Hey, I found very little Japanese scholarship, if he does not come to the
party too.
but then in very specific technologies.
Yes.
right
You ...
I is Etthachai.
Right Etthachai.
A Yes, I think so.
At home I have arranged things in school at side finished all then.
What children Etthachai, you learn about something, economy, computer,
design, ..
A is marketing.
I am selling selling designs of jeans, as enough types, lung collectors,
say waist, squeeze the buttocks, cut hem of my customers do.
Well if you were not in the same group with Min a.
Well the subject a
Yeah, right.
Well in the same right
The Recording back, lift the waist, squeeze the buttocks.
What is this
free time to my shop lightly way ThiNoi.,
do not go to receiver 2, 2nd I think.
We do not go the way of speaking., We go the way of the buffalo.
I understand the way of the buffalo?
fuck me you go,
so angry, not good at all.
this ladder maps Jean, how did it come to be, bothered all.
Do not know where Min hook it up.
It spoke not understand what are you saying?
There's enough range to talk to us.
I wonder what she thought when talking to it
it says nothing.
She says that it sells to Jean.
Type curb, then there is nothing better anyway.
of Buffalo Street.
I'm sorry to make you ashamed of you.
I do not feel ashamed if my children do the same.
You do not need to talk to me feel comfortable.
I also feel uncomfortable alone. But is fine when this happens,
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Let me know that he's just a guy can curb such sales value for Min.
Et stars.
Van.
Do not think too much. no problem at all., everything can be
Jean, you want to cut to say, how to squeeze supply,
want to be, but they must do it yet .. not know how to do it right.
There is nothing hard at all, it depends on the card only. Try wearing
jeans okay ..
Hey discarded after it is not you.
take all you dear, I have told you this at her to ask for the phone number
to the phone number of me,
I do not know how to do now.
You always have sex with my man always Asian.
long time ago I made TUT.
Commerce can do to help you now.
UK Chat. What you bin doing.
It was sitting reading a book?
What A.
What are you going to ask it.
Oh that. his wife not you.
No, I have to go there.
Steam already, take as always.
E bins, Country Save the face
Hey you, I know now you are suffering,
but if like me you really can not, you should forget it,
tomorrow may go to meet you Kim,
because really you and you get along, is the same,
the rest do not have to struggle suffering all I know you never truthful
with anyone,
but should know something what should not.
I said something like this, so I can not say this or like that.
hiding away, star sat the tray it all the time so, what's wrong.
Nothing just sitting thinking miscellaneous, first I ruffled him, born as
housing or near the power station.
Who are you being remembered. not with game.
What do you think like that, how about you, "Subject" neighbors finally
learned not to.
very hard to you dear, a woman very much.
"Subject" neighbors, of course you want to learn to there, hair ruffled why
not to.
England Et.
Know how he came to school children
Why are you know.
day and time you bring your girlfriend, I kept thinking to have seen her
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somewhere before,
is a teacher in a child, is an assistant professor in social science
humanities teach the 3rd year, 2nd floor.
I just try to look away.
Really.
Kim.
principles of this subject ..... we will study how the results sao.chung it
will protect with way nao.day is how we learn.
I can hear??
0,1:
he is a doctor of heart disease .. need to know, need to learn ......
Kim stars nay.toi angry then, she heard?? I was very angry
What are little bit more and talk to her, do not quarrel
I'll try, but I'm not sure that I will suffer when
Kim, I can ask her one bit?? ... Sir
Who will make the sick person?? ..
my dear, I will be playing people with severe heart disease .... all a
Can I borrow a chair
please sir ...
The talk with the patient, it should start with normal, gentle to start
communication between the physician physician and patient .....
start always go sir ..
Begin always ....
this time something uncomfortable??
It is not comfortable, it is the story, I have some questions to tell a
woman that I
So, do not know is, if I am a woman, nothing is going to say always
I .....
To say, I love her, right???
I do not want to say that I love her, but I love you,
I've never loved anyone, but now I love you then, I wanted to do everything
for you,
want to make you smile, want you to laugh, do not make me tired, I want to
be good for you ,
today I come to school, I will try to learn, I will learn to graduate
for him to be comfortable, not feel ashamed to anyone, I would be your
lover instead.
but this time I see you close with him, you mean.
Nothing, I'm and Min just friends, Min just as the homeroom teacher of the
class . just like that.
laugh together then, why are you holding hands, close to something, like
love, says.
Et.
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to think that there are teachers well, should want to do what they do well,
want to eat chicken Temple.
Et enough.
I shut up, actually you're wrong, but why are you to hold my hand.
He is already there.
He mouths say one thing to one mile
Min.
Min I'm sorry.
I told him, if he was doing this to my girlfriend, regardless of education
or the What, if that spirit.
Talk to each bit.
What are you mad at me, I'm the one who should be angry,
I can understand your feelings, everything you feel now you've said it
already it.
What about you, how you feel about him.
I ask it you, if you ever loved me?
Can you stay away from me.
Then I realized that I should not enter his life, not to do anything with
him .
Do you love me? That is crazy talk?
I have not answered his question. I have loved you.
tonight in the school's conference room okay.
This woman will accept to do. When that man a cad, if good men that some
women will.
0,1:
Either men are better, women are still difficult to make very first
husband.
I saw that.
Ok I would like to encapsulate this.
the biggest problem there is the pregnant, the medical abortion if passed,
never solved.
We should see the same start.
What is the first cause, the first cause is man, keep thinking like this if
there is one cad man, had never loved anyone,
if one day he asked one woman. He can change myself? 1 bar good person?
Please see.
That's Etthchai nickname Lang (barrel fire) he is the type who change
girlfriends as ponds, never love someone truly, like no heart.
Let us now try to see how he Tat or changed. Project name is love. consists
of five parts:
1. Dedicated and passionate.
2. Arising conflicts.
3. Worth and identity formation /
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4. Relations coordinator
5. Farewell.
this Project will be completed in December, my and Min teacher will get
married
Do you ever love me?
ETTHACHAI.
Well, when our work is done, who can not love a good bad.
Min ready our wedding.
Do not think that this job has failed?
Failure him back.
not me.
Ost
Finally then, eventually, because I will do to you belong to me.
We will stay together throughout life.
with him now is the the unit don.Dau seal our love.
When you and I in farming nhau.Nuoc eye I'm falling for you.
My heart broke when I'm walking beside you dear.
I just stand there thi.Anh will have to do it.
Just know the right look Crying will not help you feel at ease
when you see me and him together. he will comfort your heart.
I do not want anything else.
You do not understand now how you are.
why sit Valley this. face as the rope comes out of the sports girl runs'll
die to please men ..
Goods
What.
Goods
Yeah, I'm wrong.
But I see it, as you also have true love, I would like to have.
Im.
Do not break, I want to be honest.
With no one.
With chicken.
You're sad you do not see well, a bit interested in it.
Just joking comfortable not care about me
Ost.
E reminded myself that do not like that anymore.
For he who does not love you, how did you know where my heart
When you and I in farming nhau.Nuoc eye I'm falling for you.
My heart broke when I'm walking beside you dear.
I just stand there thi.Anh will have to do it.
Just watched this Crying will not help you feel at ease
when you see me and him together.
will comfort your heart
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I will comfort your heart.
true love
England Et. endure it.
If so tired, just rest him.
Sms
Et. \ Wedge sorry when making my heart hurt like this. He was mad at me,
but do not hate me. \ NQuan Jean's love child.
Oh if his lost love, just go home,
them this tired really love, love tired, lost love even more tired.
I think you should do.
I think I understand my brother then,
I love this, do not forget, the more difficult,
but he sat like this, did not do anything, I think you should go to her
wedding Min simpler.
I want you to do anything.
So the heart of it.
Ai, sorry sir if a guest is seated, sir, do not stand this.
I'm not a customer I just to communicate jeans.
I put jeans milk that you're there,
do not know I do not, but I know that he was trying to do everything you
want, ,
brothers and sister for one thing do not forget, this is the first time he
asked,
I love you deeply,
but what you do to me makes him pain,
I cried all day.
I only ask you not to do this with any type jeans anymore
because it also has heart jeans,
you help me keep this,
I throw in the cabinet also, what if one day I accidentally saw it, I just
look at it also good.
Et ..
Ost.
I never thought I'd love anyone.
But today my heart is calling you.
no need to think, just you alone you.
no matter what anyone thinks, I believe you, my heart will not let the
first one. only about myself, about myself.
Although the last of his heart, not me, not one anyone.
I never thought I'd love anyone.
But today my heart is calling you.
no matter what anyone thinks, I believe you, my heart will not let the
first one. only about myself, about myself.
If one day you have to suffer for love of us, we stayed next to each other
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.
Today I will open a new project, the project name is.
why bad men stole the love of others,
because they have changed ..
final story itself.
The Story of the star itself, it left a long time lover.
Make small chym, or is out of ink.
oii.
What's in the back.
A sugarcane juice, you get the right three times, Oi is the last one.
Oh well this has all gone,
well, my life from this man only KY and condoms,
ready, I'm coming.
If you like my son to thi eye contact.
Make eyes to the light, will not fall.
0,0:
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